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May 10th, 2017,

Good day ladies and gentlemen,

If we seek to keep the best of Freud and eliminate the worst of Freud, then add all the influences of all the other theorists who I have read in my 40 plus years of studying clinical psychology and psychotherapy who have made an impressive impact on me -- let us categorize all these other theorists as either psychoanalytic or neo-psychoanalytic -- and then add my editing and associating and creative imagination power to the final mix -- well, that is DGB-NP (Neo-Psychoanalysis).

If we want to get the cream of the Oedipal Complex from the milk -- and not get milked in by the Freud’s legacy, mistakes, reductionism, pan-sexualism, Victorianism, Patriarchalism, sexism, etc., nor, on the other hand, throw the baby out with the bathwater -- after long deliberation, I have gone from believing that The Oedipal Complex was the worst concept-theory in Freud’s legacy -- to believing that it could be re-built, modified, extended into the finest Psychoanalytic-Neo-Psychoanalytic concept-theory-diagnostic-therapeutic tool.

The proof will be in the pudding -- the diagnostic and therapeutic value of this new psychoanalytic-neo-psychoanalytic tool -- in the clinical setting if I am ever able to communicate the full new paradigm of this tool such that clinicians will actually come to both understand it, and use it effectively to help their clients make an ‘Oedipal Paradigm Shift’ from the worse to the better.

The relationship between the early childhood developing id-ego and this new DGB modified and extended version of The Freudian Oedipal Complex -- as well as the ‘transference’ of the childhood conscious, pre-conscious, and unconscious memories, defensive compensations -- and yes, fantasies within ‘The MOLD Template’ (the heart and soul of our ‘Cognitive-Emotional-Behavioral Template (s)’ -- is probably at least 50 percent (maybe more) of what DGB Neo-Psychoanalysis is all about.

If this new concept-theory -- The MOLD Complex -- or the DGB Neo-Freudian Oedipal Complex Phoenix if you prefer -- or even the Multi-Bi-Polar, Quantum-Entanglement-Disentanglement Oedipal Complex -- three different names for the same concept-theory-phenomenon (ctp or pct) that I have either used before or will use in the future -- I will repeat with an added emphasis -- if I am ever able to fully explain the meaning and significance of this newly evolving DGB-NFNP concept-theory-phenomenon-diagnostic-tool-therapeutic-tool -- I will be a happy man and rest in peace -- well, as far as my work goes.

Perhaps most shocking in this ‘Neo-Freudian Project’ is not only that it will integrate Pre-Classical, Classical, and Object Relations Psychoanalysis together into one common bond but -- and here is the shocking part -- Adlerian Psychology and Gestalt Therapy too! That is why I used to call this project ‘GAP’ Theory as in ‘Gestalt-Adlerian-Psychoanalytic Theory and Therapy. Particularly relevant, is the importation of Adlerian Lifestyle and Conscious Early Memory Theory into the ‘New and Improved’ (subject to the ‘proof in the pudding’ application and evaluation) Post-Oedipal -- MOLD Complex -- Theory.

That is all I will say tonight.

Have a great evening!

David Gordon Bain
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